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it All students entering the University for the first time 

required to present a certificate, or other satisfactory evidence 

of successful vaccination within the past seven years, failing 

which, they shall at once be vaccinated in 

to the medical examiner,

are

y

a manner satisfactory

Students who do not present themselves for this examination 

for otherwise, satisfactory to the Director) before November 

are not allowed to attend the' University.

At the time of his medical examination, each student is
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required to fill in a card indicating his choice of the type of 

activity he desires to follow. The Director then decides as to 
his physical fitness for the form chosen, informs the student of

his derision, notes the same on his card, which is fyled for 

ivery student is categorized by the University 

Medical Officer as either ; -

fa) Fit for all forms of exercise,

reference.

fb) Fit for a limited number of forms,

(c) Fir for gymnasium work only,

(d) Required to do remedial gymnasium, or temporarily unfit,
Unfit for any form of physical exercise.

By such an examination, physical defects and weaknessea 

be discovered.
may

If such defects and weaknesses are amenable to
treatment by corrective gymnastics, special exercises are 

prescribed and instruction provided, 

to what forms of exercises will be like to 

harmful,

The students are advised as 

prove beneficial or
Re-examinations are conducted frequently throughout the 

Session for those students who 

suffering from physical disabilities.
of low category, or who areare

During the Session 1925-26, 
medically examined, making a total of 1450, 80$ of the men examined 

were found to be in Category

comparative figures of the students who were insignia winners in 

athletics

1134 men and 316 women were

"A" . It is interesting to note the

as compared with the general student body.


